Participation Warning! for this afternoon

- Discussion groups
  - Specialty Boards WG Charge – facilitator is Ann Karty
  - If we had money, what would we do? – facilitator is Bob Wildin
  - Next steps for promoting Education – facilitator is Jean Jenkins
- **Wild Card!** Facilitator is Alice Bailey
- Future Directions for ISCC discussion
  - We’ll go “around the table” for quick quick quick quick summaries of – your take-aways, your wishes
Current Status of ISCC Work Products and Plans

- Updates to ISCC Website
  http://www.genome.gov/27554614

- Publications
  
  - *Framework for development of physician competencies in genomic medicine: report of the Competencies Working Group of the Inter-Society Coordinating Committee for Physician Education in Genomics.*
    Korf BR, Berry AB, Limson M, Marian AJ, Murray MF, O'Rourke PD, Passamani ER, Relling MV, Tooker J, Tsongalis GJ, Rodriguez LL.

  - *How to know when physicians are ready for genomic medicine.*
    Vassy JL, Korf BR, Green RC.
ISCC Sustainability

- The Problem
  - Limited staff and meeting support from NHGRI, no ability to scale
  - Otherwise all-volunteer organization without operating budget
  - Sustained progress may depend on other funding commitments
  - TM and LR began evaluating options in 2013 with consultant

- An approach
  - Plan: NHGRI to seek donor funding through the Foundation for NIH (FNIH) from companies and organizations with a stake in Practitioner education in genomics
  - Status: FNIH
    - is completing Feasibility Scan by end of May (pre-eval of likely funders)
    - Staff presents ISCC pitch and results of scan to FNIH board thereafter
    - If approved, would seek and manage donations for ISCC activities and could provide logistic and administrative support for ISCC activities using them.
G2C2 Promotional Video

- Introduces the website and its features
- Will be embedded in G2C2 home page

Preview (beta)
Transitions
(since November in-person mtg.)

- ISCC Administration at NHGRI transferred from Division of Genomic Medicine to Division of Policy Communications and Education (Genomic Healthcare Branch) – Alice Bailey, supporting Scientific Analyst, replacing Deborah Colantuoni.
- Teri Manolio and Mike Murray handed Co-chairs to Bob Wildin and Ann Karty
- Part time G2C2 staffer Acacia McKenna handed the reins to Donna Messersmith 😊
- Bob Wildin got two years older...
Odds and Ends

- ISCC Networking Function
  - Collaborations between one member and another need not go through leadership
  - Would be nice to get credit for the ‘introduction’